
F A C H S C H A F T
M A T H E M A T I K

Minutes of the FSR-Meeting on the 18.01.2020

Begin: 18.15

End: 20.17

Attendees: Jonte Behring, Felix Blanke, Martin Böhm, Carolin Büchting, Laura
Caspers, Mikel Cotillas, Julia Dany, Antonia ’Minnie’ Ellerbrock,
Urs Flock (from 19:45), Patrick Haase, Manuel Hoff, Marc Isern,
Branko Juran (until 20:12), Antonia ’Toni’ Körner (until 19:16),
Andrea Lachmann, Sil Linskens, Berber Lorke (from 18:58), Maria
Matveev, Rasmus Müller, Benjamin Nettesheim, Anna Pape, Tim
Racs, Marena Richter, Julia Rötten (from 19:45),Janna Schmidt,
Nicolas Schmitt, Paul Schmitt, Pascal Steinke, Lara Wagner, Moritz
Waldmann, Jonathan Wiebusch, Zbigniew Wojciechowski, Magdalina
von Wunsch

Head of the meeting: Marena Richter

Keeper of the minutes: Janna Schmidt, Benjamin Nettesheim

AI 0: Hello
Marena welcomes all attendees. Everybody introduces themselves. The last three minutes of
meetings before the Christmas holidays are accepted by acclamation. A special welcome to the new
members of FSR and FSV.

AI 1: Reports

Christmas Party: Janna reports from the Christmas Party. It was good. The afterparty was good,
too. Felix reports that we made enough money to break even with the costs of the piano. We
are missing a blender. Has anybody seen it?

FG: Maria reports from the Fachgruppe. Starting in the summer term, there will be a one year
testing phase, during which the lecture period will end one week earlier and the exams start
one week earlier.

Dish washer: Tim reports that the dish washer on the second floor is broken. This is why we put
our dishes in the dish washer on the third floor. That dishwasher is now broken too, so we
have to do the dishes by ourselves. Toni asks whether we could use the dish washer in the
Plücker-kitchen. Julia will ask Mrs Müller-Herchen.

SRB: Marena reports that we had a Semester Rebreak Breakfast. The only problem was that we
bought too much food (the HowTo wasn’t clear). Some of it can be stored in the basement
for the KoMa.
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Evaluation: Minnie reports that the evaluations have been published. Thanks, Manuel and Minnie.

FK: Manuel reports that the FK takes place in a different place than usual. Benni is aware of that.
There was no meeting on monday.

Fakultätsrat: Manuel reports that we are invited to the Fakultätsrat’s meeting next week.

Accessibility: Maria reports that she had a productive talk with Professor Vygen about the acces-
sibility of Wegelerstraße 10.

Constituent Meeting: Marena reports that the constituent meeting of the FSV took place. See
their minutes (which will be published soon. Hopefully).

KoaLa: Marena reports that the first BuFaTa of students of education will take place in Jena. If
someone is interested, they should talk to the Fachschaft Education.

AI 2: Events

Game Night: We need to distribute shifts for the Game Night on Monday:

Responsible Shift Responsible Shift
Shopping Jonathan, Zbiggi 20-21 Patrick, Zbiggi
Preparation Benni, Marena 21-22 Martin, Julia D.

18-19 Ben Breitinger, Jonte Cleaning Benni, Marena, Moritz
19-20 Manuel, Janna Pub shift —

If anybody sits in a lecture where the event hasn’t been announced yet, he or she can do this.

Muckeabend: Time-wise after the Master-Topic, during which Berber arrived. Berber needs helpers
for the Muckeabend.

Responsible Shift Responsible Shift
18-19 Pascal, Minnie 20-21 Magda, Jonathan
19-20 Branko, Andrea 21-22 Benni, Zbiggi

The Equality Department, especially the awareness subdepartment should figure out a concept
for the awareness team. NOT during this meeting!

AI 3: Loo Paper
Benni notes that the riddles are different in the german and the english version. Maria thinks that
this is not a problem, since we have got solutions for both. The loo paper is afterwards accepted
by acclamation.
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AI 4: Bachelor thesis Topology
Branko reports that there were lots of students who wanted to write their bachelor thesis in Topology,
so not everyone of them has gotten a topic. The criteria for the selection are not clear, it seems like
Professor Bödigheimer just selected at random. Magda adds that usually Bödigheimer gives out a
few more topics if there are more students than topics at first, but this time there were too many
for this to be possible. Maria says that she heard that he drew lots, because there were so many
students. However people who were not chosen are understandably upset. Tim will write an e-mail
to Professor Bödigheimer asking for the criteria he suggested for the selection, and if he can show
them more transparently on his website.

AI 5: Master
Martin reports that there was a discussion after the Christmas Party about the fact that we do
not do a lot for master students, especially for the international master students (see the minutes
of the Master Department meeting that is going to be sent around after the Master Department
proof-read it). He reports from the first meeting of the Master Department. If anyone wants to
give input, there will be a next meeting of the Master Department after the FSR-meeting.

AI 6: Fakultätsrat
Marena explains what the Fakultätsrat is. We are running for this penal with some people from
mathematics and geography. The decision to run for this election was made by the whole student
council. The elected will represent the interests of all students of mathematics. Announcing this in
lectures is the only way to inform about it. It is important to point out that this is not supposed
to be an advertisement, just a piece of information. Everyone announcing the events should hence
inform about the election of the Fakultätsrat and the FS-list in the running, and also about the
other elections next week: SP-Election, Senate, SHK-representation, gender equality commissioner.
Off-topic fun fact: The gender equality commissioner is only elected by female students – how are
they going to handle that after removing the gender from the student identity cards?

AI 7: Library
Pascal reports that in recent times the library has become very full. It is not possible to get a key for
the lockers and there are nearly no seats available after 12 a.m.. Some of the lockers are broken and
are not being repaired. In general, the problem is that there are lots of people from other faculties.
Should we talk to the people in charge of the library, whether they can do anything about this?
For example, the library staff could hand out locker keys only to people who study mathematics
during the rush hour (before 4 p.m.). Additionally, the printer is often times not usable before 4
p.m. because of congestion. When Pascal started studying, there was a rule to not print scripts
before 4 p.m., that should be reintroduced. There is also an empty room in the library, where all the
books have been taken out. The original idea might have been to place some more desks in there,
but nothing happened in the past year. Maria is against restricting the lockers, because without
a locker you cannot get access to the library, and the books in the library should be accessible to
everyone. However, it is mainly people who are looking for workspace and not people who are using
the books in the mathematical library. In fact, all the libraries are overcrowded during the exam
period, especially around the Campus Poppelsdorf, as there are too few work spaces. Benni will
talk to the principal about this problem. In the ULB it is prohibited to reserve a seat for too long.
Janna and Pascal will talk to the people in charge of the library about the possibilities to create
more workspace (not about restrictions). The sign Pascal mentioned earlier could be reintroduced.
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Fancy IT stuff is unfortunately impossible, we tried that several times (but we can still ask about
opportunities in that field). The problem of missing working space is outside the scope of this
meeting. Anna, Felix and Marena are creating a working group to figure out more ideas to present
to the authorities.

AI 8: Others

KoMa-Day: Maria announces that on Saturday there will be a KoMa-Day for all the urgent KoMa-
stuff that we have to get done.

Finances: Felix reminds everybody that all the KoMa-AKs shall send him their finances until Friday.

Ring lecture: Marena reports that next week is the ring lecture. The FSR-Meeting will start at
18:30, fifteen minutes later than usual.

FS-Printer: Janna reprimands people for using the printer in the FS-Office for private purposes.
We have a printer in the library and a printer in the CIP-Pool. Only if those two are broken
and it is a matter of life and death you can use the FS-printer for private purposes. People
who do not follow that rule should be punched reminded in a friedly manner.

Marena Richter Janna Schmidt, Benjamin Nettesheim

Head of the meeting Keeper of the minutes
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